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Monodisperse droplets of planar-aligned cholesteric (N*)
liquid crystal exhibit an intriguing capacity for photonic
cross communication, giving rise to colourful patterns that
depend sensitively on N* pitch, droplet positions and illu-
minated area. The phenomenon results from a combina-
tion of omnidirectional selective reflection of N* droplets—
which thus act as spherically symmetric self-assembled
photonic crystals—and total internal reflection at the con-
tinuous phase surface. We outline how the unique optical
properties can be employed in numerous applications.

Cholesteric liquid crystals are recognised as extraordinary
soft photonic materials, providing UV, visible or IR selec-
tive (Bragg) reflection at wavelengths that are easily tuned
by chemical composition, temperature or confinement1–5 and
that can be utilised in numerous applications, including sen-
sors6,7 and tuneable lasers.8–10 Moreover, since the self-
assembled periodic structure that is at the heart of this pho-
tonic crystal behaviour is helical, the reflected light is circu-
larly polarised with the same handedness as the helix of the
cholesteric phase (N*).1 Traditionally cholesterics have been
used in flat sample geometries, e.g. for devices like tempera-
ture11 or gas sensors.12 Today there is a rapidly growing in-
terest in drops or shells of liquid crystal, 13,13–21 as the spher-
ical topology gives rise to peculiar phenomena22 and appli-
cation potential in e.g. actuators23 or lasers.9,24 In this Com-
munication we demonstrate a new attractive property of N*
droplets that are sufficiently monodisperse to form hexago-
nally close-packed colloidal crystal arrangements. Multiple
modes of photonic communication between droplets develop,
giving rise to feature-rich and multicoloured patterns. The de-
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tails can be tuned either by acting on the cholesteric (changing
the pitch p of its helix) or on the continuous phase that sur-
rounds the droplets, or by changing the size of the illuminated
area. We describe and explain the phenomenon and outline
how the dynamic and sensitive set of patterns could be applied
in e.g. all-optical communication switches, light couplers,
sensors or high-security identification/anti-counterfeiting tags.

A microfluidic set-up is used to produce monodisperse N*
droplets at high throughput in an aqueous continuous phase
(see ESI† for details). The droplet diameter is on the order of
100 µm and the helix orientation is almost uniformly radial, as
confirmed by the appearance of a central spot with the colour
of normal-incidence selective reflection of the cholesteric mix-
ture (see ESI Fig. 1-2)†. In a hexagonally close-packed ar-
rangement of droplets, an additional regular arrangement of
spots with other colours appears if p is fairly long, e.g. as in
the fundamentally red-reflecting droplets in Fig. 1 and in pane
(c) of ESI Fig. 1†. The spots make up patterns with the same
hexagonal symmetry as the large-scale colloidal crystal.

We investigated these patterns in detail with relatively large
droplets of an N* mixture with fundamental reflection at
lair

r = 646 nm, corresponding to p ⇡ 430 nm (this follows
from an average refractive index nav ⇡ 1.5 for the mixture5).
Smaller droplets yield analogous results, as shown in ESI
Fig. 3†, but they are more difficult to collect in a regular col-
loidal crystal arrangement within the liquid continuous phase
(present in large excess) and the smaller scale of the optical
patterns makes the analysis less accurate. The results are sum-
marised in Fig. 1, showing the development as the illuminated
area is gradually expanded. Initially the field aperture of the
microscope is set to its minimum, such that the illumination
spot is less than the cross section of a single droplet. This
droplet then shows only a central selective reflection spot with
the fundamental red colour (a). Interestingly, we also see a
hexagonal pattern of twelve spots in the surrounding droplets,
an inner ring of blue spots and an outer ring of green-yellow
spots. Since only the central droplet is illuminated we con-
clude that these spots must arise as a result of light being re-
flected horizontally from the central droplet into the surround-
ing droplets, which reflect it back up to the objective.
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De granndroppar som inte ger någon 
orange prick är fortfarande blå, de som 
ger organge prick har blivit röda.

Nu har blå och gröngula prickar dykt upp 
i centrumdroppen, och det är dessa som 
syns från början i granndropparna. Dessa 

två serier är alltså de enda som involverar 
endast kommunikation mellan närmsta 
grannar (annars skulle vi se fler prickar i 
grandropparna från början). Alla andra 
måste vara mellan nästnärmsta grannar 
etc., och det är därför deras symmetrier 
är annorlunda.

Först kommer blå droppar, strax därefter 
orange. Blå uppstår alltså för belysning 
längst ut mot droppkanten. 
Belysningsgränsen är ungefär (troligen 
precis) där den blå droppen dyker upp för 
belysning från grannen.

Det 
är den andra 

serien prickar 
(gulgröna) som är 
“direktreflektion” mellan 
dropparna.

Här kommer först next nearest 
neighborprickarna, först som blå direkta 
reflexer och sedan som gröna reflexer 
som motsvarar de första gula (här har jag 
missat en viktig videoframe)

Strax därefter kommer next next nearest 
neighbor-grönprickarna, som är i linje med 
grannprickarna, som sig bör. De dröjer längre 
än next nearest eftersom de är längre bort.
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Fig. 1 A hexagonally close-packed array of droplets of a
red-reflecting cholesteric, observed in reflection between crossed
polarisers as the field diaphragm is continuously opened (a-g).
Higher-order reflections are blurred and some spots are missing
from the complete pattern, reflecting the greater disturbance in
long-distance photonic communication. (h) Schematic of the
inter-droplet photonic communication giving rise to the patterns.

When the field aperture is opened enough for the illumi-
nated area to reach the blue spots seen from the beginning
in the surrounding droplets, the same blue spots appear, with
six-fold symmetry, also in the central droplet (Fig. 1b). The
distance from the perimeter is identical to the corresponding
distance for the blue spots in the surrounding droplets. The
symmetry clearly indicates the cross communication between
the droplets. A further opening of the aperture until also the
range of green-yellow spots in the surrounding droplets is illu-
minated leads to the appearance of identical spots in the cen-
tral droplet (Fig. 1c). The hexagonal spot pattern matches the
arrangement of nearest neighbour (nn) droplets, as it has to if
they arise from reflections between these droplets.

As we continue to open the aperture, first the fundamen-

tal red spot appears also at the centre of each surrounding
droplet, next yet another hexagonal set of blue spots appears
in the central droplet, cf. Fig. 1d. These spots, offset with
respect to nn droplets by 30�, are followed by a new set of
green spots, further inside, with the same azimuthal arrange-
ment (Fig. 1e). The locations of these two sets of second-
generation spots, and the fact that they appear once the illu-
mination area extends outside the pictured area in Fig. 1, indi-
cates that they arise through photonic communication between
next nearest neighbour (nnn) droplets. Patterns from next next
nearest neighbour (nnnn) and next next next nearest neighbour
(nnnnn) photonic communication follow in panes (f) and (g),
respectively, before the aperture is fully open. In pane (h) we
have summarised the observations in a schematic that depicts
the central droplet, as it appears under fully opened field aper-
ture, together with cartoon droplets surrounding it in the upper
left-hand quadrant. The series of spots originate from the same
two types of reflection, from successively more distant neigh-
bour droplets. This is illustrated with a sequence of concen-
tric rings indicating the boundary of the illuminated area each
time a new set of spots appears in the central droplet, together
with a representative arrow from each ring to a corresponding
reflection spot.

We refer to the schematic in Fig. 2 for explaining the obser-
vations. The central red spot corresponds to normal incidence
selective reflection, indicated by the double arrow labeled (0).
The first set of peripheral spots appears when the illumination
beam (1) meets the cholesteric neighbour droplets at an an-
gle of incidence q = 45�. The droplets reflect the light from
vertical to horizontal, particularly in the wavelength regime
that fulfils the Bragg condition for the N* helix at this q-
value. Moreover, the helix-reflected light gets circularly po-
larised, such that it is reflected with little loss by the next
droplet in its path (the central droplet) back into the verti-
cal direction. The circular polarisation ensures that the light
goes through the analyser to 50% and we can thus clearly
see the spot despite crossed polarisers. The Bragg condition
(Fig. ESI2)† is fulfilled when the light wavelength in the liq-
uid crystal lLC = pcosq which for p =430 nm and q = 45�
yields lLC = 304 nm. With nav = 1.5 this translates into an air
wavelength lair=456 nm, matching the observed blue colour
of the spots corresponding to this direct (D) inter-droplet com-
munication.

The next spots appear when the illuminated area has grown
to encompass ray (2). Because it is closer to the centre of the
neighbour droplet this ray meets the cholesteric at an angle a
that is smaller than 45�. Fulfilling the Bragg condition thus
requires a greater wavelength lLC = pcosa. The reflected
beam is directed towards the surface of the continuous phase,
where it will be totally internally reflected (TIR) because of the
greater refractive index compared to the external air phase. As
illustrated in Fig. 2 there is a specific value of a that will place
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Fig. 2 Schematic of direct (D) photonic communication between nearest neighbour (nn) droplets giving rise to the blue spots in Fig. 1, and of
the communication path mediated via total internal reflection (TIR) against the surface of the continuous phase, here illustrated for the case of
nn and next next nearest neighbour (nnnn) droplets.

the reflection point exactly mid point between the two adja-
cent droplets, and by symmetry the TIR beam will then enter
the centre droplet at the same angle a, meaning that the same
wavelength will be Bragg-reflected up into the vertical direc-
tion, going through the objective and to the observer. This is
the origin of the green-yellow spots. The triangle formed by
the original downwards-directed beam (2), the first selectively
reflected beam and the surface of the continuous phase (see
Fig. 2 for definitions of the distances), gives that

tan2a = b/c =
R�Rsina
R�Rcosa

=
1� sina
1� cosa

(1)

which we solve graphically, obtaining a ⇡ 34�. Through
lair = nav pcosa, with p =420 nm and nav ⇡ 1.5, this gives
us selective reflection at approximately 535 nm, fitting with
the observed green-yellow spot colour.

With expanding illumination the same sequence of di-
rect (D) and TIR-mediated inter-droplet communication takes
place involving the nnn droplets. As seen in Fig. 1h this occurs
in a different plane than that of Fig. 2, hence it is not drawn
there. The next case drawn is instead the nnnnTIR communi-
cation beginning with ray (3). For growing illuminated area
new cases of longer-range TIR-mediated communication be-
come possible, but direct (D) communication is absent beyond
the nnn case since it is prevented by the intermediate droplets.

For both cases of D communication the reflection condi-
tions are the same since the ray direction between droplets is
horizontal. All D spots thus have the same blue colour and
they all appear at the same distance from the droplet centre. In
contrast, the spots occurring as a result of TIR at the top sur-
face involve droplet reflection at an angle a, a0... that grows
with increasing inter-droplet separation (see Fig. 2). The
reflected wavelength then decreases, blue-shifting the spots
from longer communication paths. Comparing the second set

of nn spots with the second set of nnn spots we see that the lat-
ter is indeed greenish while the former is yellow. The nnnnn
spots in pane (g) are blueish.

To corroborate that all peripheral spots inside the outermost
ring indeed arise from ray paths that include a TIR event at the
top surface we conducted an experiment where we added con-
tinuous phase and followed the reflection pattern, cf. Fig. ESI4
and Movie ESI6 and related text in the ESI.† As expected,
the increased distance to the surface red-shifts the spots and
places them closer to the perimeter. We also measured the
reflection spectrum from one set of droplets, cf. Fig. ESI5
and related discussion. This essentially confirmed the model
described above but the quantitative data show that the helix
axis is in fact inclined by a slightly larger angle than expected,
45.9�. As explained in the ESI this is most likely a result of
a slight droplet flattening resulting from the competition be-
tween buoyancy (driving droplets upwards) and surface ten-
sion of the continuous phase (pushing them downwards).

A simple way of tuning the pattern is to vary the cholesteric
helix pitch. If we increase p to 545 nm we get normal inci-
dence selective reflection at 545 ·1.5 = 818 nm, i.e. in the IR
range. No central spot will then be visible but the outer row
of peripheral spots is still in the visible spectrum, as its re-
flection wavelength is given by lair = 1.5pcos45� = 578 nm.
For the nn-TIR spots in the inner peripheral row the reflection
wavelength is 1.5pcos34� = 678 nm which is on the border
of being detectable visibly. We prepared droplets with such
an increased pitch and conducted the same experiment as in
Fig. 1, confirming the calculated data, cf. Fig. 3a. Neither the
central spot nor the nn-TIR spots can be seen, but the D spots
are clearly visible, now with an orange-red colour. Increas-
ing the amount of chiral dopant in the mixture gradually, we
decrease p and thereby blue-shift the reflection colours step
by step, as demonstrated in panels b-f. When p is down to
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Fig. 3 Reflection pattern in the central droplet and its immediate
surrounding in colloidal crystals of cholesteric droplets with
decreasing pitch, from long enough to give only infrared normal
reflection in (a) to green-reflecting at normal incidence in (f). Scale
bars are 100 µm.

360 nm the central spot has a yellow-green colour at about
540 nm wavelength and only the nn-TIR peripheral spots are
detectable with a deep violet colour. The D spots are now in
the UV range and thus invisible.

The peculiar optical properties of this colloidal crystal of
N* droplets, and the sensitivity of the pattern to helix pitch,
illuminated area and droplet positions, open multiple paths
to device application. In fact, the elucidation of the patterns
implies that already an isolated droplet behaves very interest-
ing. Under white light from above it functions like an unusual
spectrometer, separating the incident ray into cones of light
with different wavelengths. For the cone with 180� opening
angle (giving rise to D reflections when adjacent droplets are
present) light is distributed uniformly within a well defined
plane. If a second identical droplet is added it will reflect this
light back up into the vertical direction, regardless of its loca-
tion (this is illustrated in ESI Fig. 3†). The location of the spot
on that droplet points to where the original droplet is.

The system of hexagonally close-packed droplets combines
the functions of a retroreflector, translating the reflected beams

laterally in a highly regular pattern, with a monochroma-
tor, each spot having a well-defined narrow wavelength span.
Moreover, the two types of inter-droplet communication (D
and TIR-mediated) provide two independent means of tuning
the wavelengths. All spots shift in colour if p is changed (e.g.
by heating or cooling a temperature sensitive mixture or—as
done above—by changing the composition), but if p is kept
constant while the droplet–surface distance is changed the TIR
spots are wavelength-shifted and moved while the D spots are
unaffected. As the reflected light additionally is circularly po-
larised we have a system with truly unique and tuneable opti-
cal properties that are very difficult—if not impossible—to re-
produce by other means. This constitutes a beautiful example
of the advanced functional systems that the different modes of
self-assembly in ordered soft matter can give rise to.

By using reactive mesogens the droplets can be polymerised
in order to make the cholesteric structure permanent,25 and/or
the continuous phase can be polymerised, into a rubber26 or
into a glass.27 A rubbery or solid phase surrounding liquid
crystalline droplets can be most attractive as a device can then
easily be handled and integrated into larger systems, while the
full tuneability related to N* helix modulation is retained. To
give a taste of what could be achieved we here outline four
potential applications of cholesteric droplets, taking advantage
of their unusual optical properties.

• The simplest application, requiring only a single droplet,
would take advantage of the fact that light with the wave-
length of the D spots described above is reflected into a
plane perpendicular to the incident beam, into all direc-
tions within this plane. This turns a cholesteric droplet
into an ideal optical coupler for cases when a flat sample
needs to be illuminated uniformly, e.g. in microfluidic
chips or flat liquid crystal devices. Since the wavelength
that is coupled into the plane is easily tuned via p, this
wavelength can either be modulated dynamically, or dif-
ferent types of droplets can be introduced into the sam-
ple, with different compositions producing different he-
lix pitches, thus coupling different wavelengths into the
plane. For instance, by introducing three droplet types,
optimised for coupling, red, green and blue light, respec-
tively, any colour can be coupled into the plane by illu-
minating the three droplet types with varying intensities.

• An all-optical distributor/switch could be realised from
hexagonally close-packed droplets, where a single input
is routed to different sets of regularly spaced outputs. By
changing the input wavelength different outputs are acti-
vated or the output can be turned off completely. Since
the origin of the wavelength selectivity is structural and
since p is tuneable from infinity to the UV range such
a device can be designed (and dynamically redesigned)
to operate at any wavelength that is not absorbed too
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strongly by the materials involved, including the infrared
regime for optical data transmission.

• A third application route is in autonomous sensors. The
system’s softness and the sensitivity to p and to the
droplet positions renders the system an excellent basis
for sensors of pressure, tension, temperature and various
other parameters, with an optical read-out and without
any power consumption. Either the droplets or the con-
tinuous phase (or both) should be polymerised in order to
achieve a material that is convenient to handle.

• Finally, the uniqueness of the reflection pattern provides
an excellent base for realising high-security identifica-
tion tags. Because the reflected light is circularly po-
larised, because it may include the invisible UV and/or
IR ranges, and because the number, wavelengths and lo-
cations of spots depend on how large area is illuminated,
it would be extremely difficult to reproduce such a dy-
namic pattern using standard materials and techniques.
A read-out device would essentially work along the pro-
cess in Fig. 1, analysing the large-scale pattern while illu-
minating a central area, with a stepwise increased beam
radius. In addition it would check for the correct circu-
lar polarisation. For further security a colloidal crystal
with defects could be realised, i.e. droplets/beads of non-
cholesteric material or with different size or pitch would
be introduced. Each defect will not only appear different
from other droplets, but the fact that it cannot partici-
pate in inter-droplet photonic communication means that
it will leave a mark in the spot pattern in the surrounding
droplets. Thus, it would be easy to generate a pattern that
is absolutely unique and almost impossible to fake.

In summary, we have demonstrated and explained the
unique optical properties of monodisperse cholesteric liquid
crystal droplets, in particular when arranged in a hexagonally
close-packed colloidal crystal. Multiple six-fold symmetric
patterns of coloured spots arise, reflecting photonic commu-
nication between droplets, directly or mediated via a total in-
ternal reflection event at the surface of the continuous phase.
Strong wavelength selectivity is provided by the cholesteric
helix and its consequent photonic crystal character. The same
behaviour applies also to cholesteric shells with radial he-
lix orientation, since the optics relevant for the described be-
haviour is identical for droplets and shells. This may give fur-
ther means of adding responsiveness and tuneability. To illus-
trate the potential for applications of these systems we have
outlined four device categories that could be realised based on
their unique dynamic optical patterns: a combined all-optical
switch, monochromator and retroreflector; an in-plane om-
nidirectional beam coupler; autonomous sensors; and high-
security identification tags.
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